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ve Made a decision to Live 120 Years which Personal Workbook and reach a more meaningful, fulfilled,
and beautiful life.s concepts and practices.ve Decided to Live 120 Years: The Old Secret to Longevity,
Vitality, and Life Transformation" by New York Times bestselling author Ilchi Lee units a program to
creating a long, healthy life filled up with deep fulfillment. With that acceptance, you will gain a sure,
unshakable center from which you can more clearly identify the life you truly desire.s difficult to take the
first step on this trip. This Personal Workbook is definitely a companion to the reserve that helps you
apply the compelling ways of reflection, workout, and spiritual practice in "I’ve Decided to Live 120
Years" in a profound, systematic way. Its questions, instructions, and meditative methods allow you to
actually feel, knowledge, and enact the publication’I’ Then you can develop ideas for how you can make
it possible.Through the powerful ways of introspection presented in this workbook, you will be able to
understand and embrace more deeply the being that's you, your core values, and the underlying meaning
of your life. Sometimes, however, it’ Having such a useful, step-by-step guide helps you find time in your
busy schedule for true lifestyle change.Anyone may follow the initial journey set out in I’The acclaimed "
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This is a wonderful enhancement to 'I've decided to live 120 years'. I really like the '120 workbook' just as
much as I like the 120 publication itself. There's plenty of space for me to jot down my answers. With
many tips, diagrams, and illustrations that the 120 book does not have, I truly believe that those who have
read the 120 book will appreciate the 120 workbook and get benefits from it.The 120 workbook is very
well thought out so that it will help readers apply the principles shared in the 120 book with their life by
permitting them to work through a number of questions in the workbook and awaken to their true value.
Furthermore, it can help one design their upcoming or the next half of their life at length for the good of
all based on one's true worth.As for me, We felt like I had a good lifestyle review from the vantage stage
by studying the 120 workbook and contemplating on those queries provided in the book. Although I
didn't spend lots of time on every question, contemplating on them even for brief moments helped me see
how many encounters and memories of the past have affected my entire life to this day. It gives step by
step instructions to greatly help a person dive deep to find their true self and to discover what really
matters. What a terrific way to believe and reflect about where you've been and what your location is
going.The 120 workbook is as great and perfect as the 120 book. The I've made a decision to live 120
years" publication by Ilchi Lee is definitely full of wisdom and every web page lets your internal wisdom
come out and shine. I love some of the quotes at the beginning of each chapter. It’s a Must Have! It is a
useful and inspiring workbook that will go well with the book. I highly recommend it. Most of us have
clear focusing points of our lifestyle before retirement, but how about our life purpose and productivity
after we retired from the corporate world.The book has made me stop and think about how I live my
life..The 120 Years book along with this workbook will help to make you think about your life and living
purposes with a value system that’s designed for you and you by itself. This is a new GPS for your life
after retired! Valuable Resource This workbook is rich with helpful ideas and suggestions. I could see the
better picture of my life, which lead me to understand that I myself acquired created all my entire life
experiences and thus I was able to accept my life since it is and be at peace with myself. So many people
haven't any idea what they will do once they stop "working". For those who have the reserve “I’ve
Decided to Live 120 Years”, this workbook is a must have. Motivation to Act I think this reserve is wellmade and in-depth. It helped me to judge what was really important to me right now and produced me
want to share the book with family and friends which really made me feel great. Each looks at this issue
from a somewhat different angle, and really makes you think about your life. By using this workbook,
Personally i think pushed to switch and be conscious of what I'm doing. The pages feel good and they're
fun to create on. If the 120 book had been the crown jewel of spiritual guidance for many people, the 120
workbook would clearly be considered a wonderful reference for it by which readers would more deeply
understand the 120 book. The 120 workbook is a wonderful enhancement to the 120 book, and I have no
doubt that it will benefit everyone who reads it. Great workbook if you decide to live 120 yrs This
workbook is naturally the next step following the book “I’ve made a decision to live 120 yrs”, which will
guide us to access our goal. Designing the next half of life After reading I've Decided to Live 120 Years, I
decided to try the workbook that comes with it therefore i could apply the principles in the book
particularly to myself. Strongly suggested for those who actually want to upgrade their lives. There is
nothing even more rewarding than inner happiness. The workbook encourages us to reflect our existence
at deeper level which usually I'll have not thought about. By the time I was going to end this workbook, I
was able to clearly see what I truly want for the rest of my life, and it is to live a lifestyle for completion
and for the benefit of all, which can be one and a similar thing. It then really helps to apply all these new
discoveries to lifestyle and future planning. The workbook can help you think through all of this and is
definitely a blueprint for transitioning from the success/acquisition stage of life to a different way of
valuing and making use of your time and skills. Fun to to do and well worth the reflection on days gone
by to design better half of life. I love the advise of doing 1 minute exercise many times a day in an effort

to maintain good health. I loved that the book gave me tools and a path to live my life going forward.
This book is indeed inspiring and motivating.. EASILY want to live an extended life, what practices do I
need to change. It requires time to complete the questions. Best book on ageing I loved this publication it
covers all aspects of ageing. Although I will most likely not live to be 120, there is a way to ageing
gracefully. I recommend this book. Useful For me, as a retired person, it gave me practices to keep going
and feeling as if there are many reasons to be here and continue. This workbook is the perfect companion
because it helps you gain deeper insight into yourself and enables you to develop even more creatively an
extended, healthy and productive existence. This workbook has queries that will draw out your awearness
you will ever have design and deepen your thoughts about your body condition. Self care rocks !! After
reading I’ve made a decision to live one twenty years, and then continuing on to the workbook, I feel I’ve
been given usage of many tools to create health, happiness, and peace… no matter what. The workbook
solidified the useful and awesome self care strategies that I want I had found sooner! Essential read and a
must “do” for anybody on a spiritual route or seeking to step onto one. Great companion to the book I
loved this workbook. Not only did it meet my targets but it in fact exceeded them in many ways. It would
become helpful to any age group, but especially after profession and what do I really do now group. I
recommend it highly!
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